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Abstract: In this paper, we address the problem of negotiation process in a multi-agents system by using ontologies.
Therefore, we present an ontology solution based on the knowledge management system for semantic heterogeneity.
The proposed solution prevents the misunderstanding during the negotiation process through the agents’
communications. Our approach aims to enable agents able to understand each other when using these ontologies.
Thus, we propose a general architecture for Negotiation process which uses Ontology-based Knowledge Management
System (NOKMS). This architecture consists of three layers: the Negotiation Layer (NL) that describes the
negotiation process between the Initiator Static Agents (ISAs) and the Participant Mobile Agents (PMAs) by using
suitable ontologies, the Semantic Layer (SEL) contains the semantic translator which uses in the case of
misunderstanding of the sent messages between the agents, and the last one is the Knowledge Management Systems
Layer (KMSL) which bases on the Intelligent Knowledge Base (IKB) to give the flexibility to our negotiation
ontology. In addition, we will illustrate an agent architecture which helps our architecture on applying the different
operations in the different layers. Finally, we present a case study which applies our architecture on the Multimodal
Transport Information System (MTIS) project where we will show two scenarios applicable: the first uses our
negotiation ontology architecture in one transport system, and the second applies this architecture on the multitransport systems. These case studies show that the proposed NOKMS improves the execution of negotiation process
in multi-agents systems in order to satisfy the transport customers.
Keywords: Multi-Agents Systems, Negotiation, Ontology, Knowledge Management System, Transport
Information System.
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1. Introduction
This work belongs to the French national project VIATIC.MOBILITE from the industrial
cluster I-TRANS «France highlights leading-edge technology in rail systems and innovative
transport»∗. In fact; it has become much more important for public transportation companies to
provide an adequate Level Of Service to their customers. This is due to the growing competition
in the public transport market and also to the privatization of the transport companies. The great
difficulty related to the traffic management in such systems is allied to the respect of the
planned departure and arrival times of the vehicles at the different stops of the network. In fact,
many incidents can occur and force a customer to wait longer, which decreases the level of
service. Hence, operational decisions have to be taken in real-time by human decision makers,
called regulators. However, these operators are overloaded with information that they have to
treat immediately in order to find the relevant decisions that result in new vehicle schedules.
Decision Support Systems (DSS) are computer technology solutions that can be used to support
complex decision making and problem solving. Decision making is the study of how decisions
are actually taken and how they can be better or more successfully taken. In order to realize the
necessity of a DSS for a Transportation System, it is important to grasp the problems related to a
real-time management of the traffic [20].
In our Multimodal Transport Information Syste (MTIS) [1] project, we presented a Multi-Agent
Decision Support Systems that provides the regulators with the relevant decisions to undertake
in case of disturbances. In fact, scheduling can be defined as a problem of finding the optimal
sequence for executing a finite set of operations under a certain set of constraints which must be
satisfied. A scheduler usually attempts to maximize the utilization of individuals and / or
machinery and minimize the time required to complete the entire process being scheduled.
Therefore the scheduling problem is very hard to solve [27]. A Genetic Algorithms (GAs) have
been used to solve this problems in our MTIS . The proposed multi-agent system is based on
metaheuristics for the research and the composition of the services; services research is based on
the Mobile Agent paradigm (MA) using this dynamic optimization algorithm for the MA
Workplans design. The first step of optimization prepares the MA routes, taking into account
the network state. The services composition uses evolutionary algorithms to optimize the
responses in terms of costs and delays, knowing that a response to a user request must respect a
fixed due date with a reasonable cost. We also designed and optimized the management of the
data flow of the users’ requests, which can be simultaneous and numerous. We developed also a
negotiation protocol intended for the transport area which permits the agents to negotiate when
perturbations may exist and as a result the system needs to reassign news nodes. The negotiation
protocol uses messages to exchange the information. Those messages are exchanged between
the Scheduler Agents (SAs), representing the initiators of the negotiation, and the Intelligent
Collector Agents (ICAs), representing the participants of the negotiation. This protocol has
studied before only the cases of the simple messages and it proposed ontology without
illustrating it, and this later didn’t include the solutions when the agents ICAs did not
understand the messages sent from the SA agent In this paper, we propose an approach that
aims to improve the protocol of the negotiation of the multi-agents systems which has been
proposed in the previous work [2]; we present an ontology solution based on the knowledge
management system for semantic heterogeneity. The proposed solution prevents the
misunderstanding during the negotiation through the agents’ communications. Our approach
aims to make the agents able to understand each other when using these ontologies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: firstly, we discuss some related work (Section 2).
Then, we discuss the role of the ontology in multi-agent systems (Section 3), ontologies and
their combination problems will present in (Section 4). And we will present a negotiation
ontology based on knowledge management system proposal (Section 5). An agent architecture
based knowledge model (Section 6), and a real transport case study is illustrated in (Section 7);
finally conclusion and future work are presented (Section 8).
∗

http://www.i-trans.org
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2. Related Work
Negotiation has been done by different research works; Bravo et al. [10] has presented a
semantic proposition for manipulating the lack of understanding massages between the seller
and buyer agents during the exchange of messages in a negotiation process. Otherwise, Zgaya et
al. [2] have provided a negotiation protocol for the transport area where they have proposed a
flexible ontology to facilitate the communications between the agents. A generic negotiation
model for multi-agent systems has been proposed by [18], built on three levels: a
communication level, a negotiation level and a strategic level and the later is the only level
reserved for the application. In addition, they have illustrated their negotiation protocol which
based on a contract which in turn based on negotiation too. This protocol enables many- tomany negotiations between the agents.
The idea of negotiation ontology was proposed by [5] based on the ontology framework which
provides the terminology to reason in terms of negotiation protocol.
In another work on ontology researches, Razmerita et al. [17] have presented generic ontologybased user modeling architecture where they illustrated the usage of knowledge management
systems in the generic framework based on ontology. Sridharan et al. [13] have developed a
framework for an ontology based knowledge management system to facilitate the use of the
knowledge in a web based learning environment. Recently, Abou Assali et al. [3] presented an
ontology-based knowledge management system for indexing and retrieving the internal
resources of an enterprise, in their work they have used tow ontologies (domain ontology and
application ontology).
We have found that the different previous approaches treat the negotiation, negotiation
ontology, the ontology-based management system. Our work is based on the treatment of the
Negotiation Ontology-based Knowledge Management System (NOKMS).Through this work;
we aim to give the flexibility of the multi agents systems and to improve at same time the
negotiation process between the agents which use different ontologies.

3. Ontology in Multi-Agent Systems
In this section we will firstly introduce the different definitions of the ontology in different domains.
Ontology is the branch of philosophy which considers the nature and essence of things. From
the point of view of Artificial intelligence, it deals with reasoning about models of the world. A
commonly agreed definition of ontology is: ‘ontology is an explicit and formal specification of a
conceptualisation of a domain of interest’ According to [30]. In this definition, a
conceptualisation refers to an abstract model of some phenomenon in the world which identifies
the concepts that are relevant to the phenomenon; explicit means that the type of concepts used,
and that the constraints on their use are explicitly defined; formal refers to the fact that an
ontology should be machine-readable and finally shared reflects the notion that an ontology
captures consensual knowledge, that is, it is not private to some individual, but not accepted by
a group[26].Finally, the ontology is a set of definitions of the content-specific knowledge
representation primitives (concepts (also known as classes), relations(properties), functions,
instances, and axioms) [15].This set of objects, and the describable relationships among them,
are reflected in the representational vocabulary with which a knowledge-based program
represents knowledge. The main motivation of the ontologies is that they allow sharing and
reuse of the of formally represented knowledge bodies in computational form.
When we talk about agents we mean agents in a Multi-Agent system, where more than one
agent is present, and where agents can interact. The term “agent” can be understood differently
depending on the focus of research in our work we will use two types of the agent. The first type
is FIPA based agents follow FIPA [33] standards. Interaction among agents is done by the FIPA
Agent Communication Language (FIPA ACL) [6]. Agents communicate using ontology and a
content language. The agent platform needs to support a directory facilitator where all agents
Studies in Informatics and Control, Vol. 17, No. 4, December 2008
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can register [8].The second type is Mobile Agents which are software agents which can move
from one place to another. There are 2 kinds of mobility: strong and weak. The strong mobility
means a migration of an agent with its execution state and its variables values from one
computer to another. The weak mobility is when an agent migrates and caries only the code and
variables values.
Indeed, within a multi-agent system, agents are characterized by different views of the world
that are explicitly defined by ontologies, that is views of what the agent recognises to be the
concepts describing the application domain which is associated with the agent together with
their relationships and constraints [28]. Interoperability between agents is achieved through the
reconciliation of these views of the world by a commitment to common ontologies that permit
agents to interoperate and cooperate while maintaining their autonomy. In open systems, agents
are associated with knowledge sources which are diverse in nature and have been developed for
different purposes. Knowledge sources embedded in a dynamic environment can join and leave
the system at any time [22]. Agents sharing the same ontology can exchange their knowledge
fluently as their knowledge representations are compatible with respect to the concepts regarded
as relevant and with respect to the names given to these concepts [4]. The most straightforward
way to realize a common ontology would be to develop a standardized ontology which is used
by all agents.

4. Ontologies and Combinations Problems
In previous section we talked about the role of ontology in the muti-agent systems. Where in
open multi-agent systems, communication problems that arise from heterogeneous ontologies
should be solved, rather than avoided. We will summarize those heterogeneous ontologies
problems as follow:

4.1 Ontology Mismatching
What are the types of differences between the ontologies? According to Klein [25], there are
different categorizes of mismatches:
•

Language level or meta-model level: In this level, mismatches occur when ontologies
written in different ontology languages are combined. The languages can differ in their:
1) Syntax: this mismatch occurs when different ontology languages use different syntax,
but, more important , constructs available in one language(e.g: stating that classes are
disjoint ) are not available in another. 2) Semantics of primitives: the more possible different
at the meta-model level is the semantics of language constructs. Although sometimes the
same name is used for a language construct in two languages. The semantics may differ.
3) Logical representation: the mismatches of this level are the difference in representation
of logical notions. Also, notice that this mismatch is not about the representation of the
concepts, but about the representation of logical notions (e.g.: by giving translations rules
from one logical representation to another). 4) Language expressivity: the mismatch at the
metamodel level is the difference in expressivity between two languages. (e.g. some
languages have construct to express negation while anther languages have not that express).
Indeed, If the ontologies are not represented in the same languages, a translation between
sources ontologies to the same language is required.

•

Ontology level: Even for ontologies expressed in the same languages, it is possible to appear
ontology level mismatch. These mismatches may occur as well as when they use different
languages. The two basic types of ontology mismatches are: (1) Conceptualization
mismatches, which are mismatches of different conceptualizations of the same domain and
(2) Explication mismatches, which are mismatches in the way a conceptualization is
specified [7].
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4.2 Ontology Mapping, Merging and Alignment
We distinguish the principled kinds of Ontology Mediation. In the context of semantic
knowledge management, Ontology Mediation is especially important to enable sharing of data
between heterogeneous knowledge bases and to allow applications to reuse data from different
knowledge bases[7]. Where Ontology Mapping is mostly concerned with the representation of
correspondences between ontologies; Ontology Alignment is concerned with the discovery of
these correspondences; and Ontology Merging is concerned with creating the union of
ontologies, based on correspondences between the ontologies.

5. A Negotiation Ontologies based on Knowledge Management Systems
(NOKMS)
We propose a general architecture for negotiation process which uses ontology-based
knowledge management system (Figure1).
Negotiation Layer (NL)

Semantic Layer (SEL)

Knowledge Management
System Layer (KMSL)

Figure Management System Layers
Figure 1. A Negotiation Ontology - based Knowledge
We organize our architecture as follow: the first layer contains the Negotiation Layer (NL)
where the Initiator Static Agents (ISAs) send the first massage to the Participant Mobile Agents
(PMAs) to start the negotiation process. The second layer represents the Semantic Layer (SEL),
in the case of not understanding the negotiation messages; the SEL uses a translator semantic in
order to help it to translate automatically the various types of exchanges between the agents,
because the agents don’t have suitable ontologies which contain the suitable vocabulary for their
communications and their negotiations. The third layer is the Knowledge Management Systems
Layer (KMSL) uses ontology in purpose of automatic classifying and using of the news
ontologies and meta-ontologies.

5.1 Negotiation Layer (NL)
In this section we illustrate the negotiation layer where the negotiation is defined as a process
whose transitions and states are described by the negotiation protocol that agents have to follow
for interaction [10].
The agents participate in the negotiation by using their languages for formulating negotiation
messages in order to interact and to take the decision. The language used by the agent to interact
and execute the exchange of the messages and knowledge is called Agent Communication
Language (ACL), as [31], the standard of ACL defined by the Foundation for Intelligent
Physical Agents (FIPA).FIPA ACL consists of a set of primitives which allow the
communication between the agents and based on the communication acts. In our proposal,
(Figure 2), NL contains the initiators (ISAs), agent communication language (ACL) and the
participants (PMAs) in the negotiation process.
Studies in Informatics and Control, Vol. 17, No. 4, December 2008
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Negotiation
Ontology

Initiator Static
Agents (ISA)

Agent
Communication
Languages (ACL)

Participant
Mobile Agents
(PMA)

Figure 2. Negotiation Layer (NL)
This layer the initiators start the negotiation process by sending the ACL messages to the
participants. The problem will tack place when the participants don’t understand the
communication messages, or when the new agent wants to participate in a negotiation process
and it must understand the protocol and the communication language messages, in this case the
agents need an interoperable language between themselves for understanding each other. We
find that the best solution is to use ontology. We’ll illustrate this problem in the suit of this
paper. Indeed, our negotiation layer represent the negotiation process as illustrated in our
previous work [2], where we have presented the negotiation protocol (Figure 3) which uses a
flexible ontology and this protocol allows a partial agreement from each PMA agent, to be
confirmed partially or totally by the initiator of the negotiation (ISA agent), and it allows the
renegotiation process, if necessary for the rest of tasks which need to be reassigned.
Participants (PMAs)

Initiators (ISAs)

Propose (contract)
Partial (parameters)
Accept

Total
Refuse

Total

Confirm

A part (parameters)
Modification request

Propose Modification

Cancel

Figure 3. Proposed

Protocol

The formula of the ACL messages is as follow [31]:
<Sender, Receiver, Services, Performative, Contents, Language, Ontology>
•

Sender: the identity of the sender of the message, that is to say, the name of the agent of the
communicative act.

•

Receiver: the identity of the intended recipients of the message.

•

Performative: the type of the communicative act of the ACL message. The performative
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parameter is a required parameter of all ACL messages.
Performative = {Propose, Agree (total, Partial), Confirm, Cancel, Call for Proposal, Not
Understood…}
•

Services: the "yellow pages" proposed by the recipient of the message

•

Content: the content of the message. The meaning of the content of any ACL message is
intended to be interpreted by the receiver of the message.

•

Language: the language in which the content parameter is expressed.

•

Ontology: the ontology(s) is used to give a meaning to the symbols in the content
expression (vocabulary, terms, relations…).

The usage of this formula is very easy when the agents interact by exchanging the messages
which contain the same ontology. But the semantic interoperability problems take place when
the sharing information and knowledge use different ontologies, or when there are multiple
ontologies which resemble a universal ontology.

5.2 Semantic Layer (SEL)
As we have presented in the previous paragraph, the negotiation process will be easier handled
when we use the ontology. Ontology [10] can be regarded as a vocabulary of terms and
relationships between those terms in a given domain. Ontologies have been studied in different
researches domains because they facilitate the communication among the negotiation agents
where ontology is used as an Interlingua. Our purpose is to find a solution especially in the case
of misunderstanding of the negotiation messages among the agents.
Agent
Massages

Word

Words

Semantic
Translator

Word

Ontology based
KMSL

Words

Figure 4. Semantic Layer (SEL)
For this reason, SEL, (figure 4), helps the system in its research to find the best solution, where
SEL uses the semantic translator which, in turn, translates the massages sent from the initiators
(Propose, Call for Proposal, Confirm…). These messages were not understood by the
participants and vice versa for the messages of the participants (Agree (total, Partial), refuse,…).
The formula which must be used to solve this problem is:
<Sender, Receiver, Ontology1, Ontology2, P>
P: a predicate which used to determine the relationship among the ontologies and decide the level of
transibility between the initiator ontologies (languages) and the participant ontologies (languages).
P= (ontol-relationship ?Ontology1 ?Ontology2 ?Level)
Where Level:{ Weakly-Translatable, Strongly-Translatable, Approx-Translatable}.
In SEL, the translator semantic examines the level of transibility among the ontologies by
sending a word to the ontology-based KMSL which resend the set of semantically equivalences
words. In fact, the ontology-base KSML connect with KMSL to answer the query of the
semantic translator which determines the level of transibility to facilitate the translation process.
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5.3 Knowledge Management Systems Layer (KMSL)
Basically; the role of Ontology in the Knowledge Systems is to facilitate the construction of
domain model. A meta-ontology and knowledge model, which is necessary for this construction
and usage, describe the primitives used by a knowledge representation language, like (concepts,
parameters, relations, etc).
Ontology Services (OntoSV)

Domain Ontology (DOnto)
General Onto

Transport Onto

…

Geographical Onto

Knowledge Creation (KR)
Knowledge Translation (KT)
Knowledge Retrieval (KR)
An Ontology- based Knowledge
Acquisition

Intelligent Knowledge Base
(IKB)

Figure 5. Knowledge Management System Layer (LKMS)
In this section we introduce the Knowledge Management Systems Layer (KMSL).Our
architecture in this layer, as it represented in figure 5, consists of:
•

Domain Ontology (DOnto): DOnto contains the list of application domains in which the
ontology is applicable. By using this domain, the agents communicate with each other
through common domain knowledge, in other words as mention in [24]: a common
ontology can serve as a knowledge-level specification of the ontological commitments of a
set of participating agents. A common ontology defines the vocabulary with which quires
and assertions are exchange between agents). DOnto gives the flexibility to the negotiation
ontologies which can capture the valid knowledge for different domains (e.g. Transport
domain, Geographic domain, etc).

•

Ontology Services (OntoSV): The task of OntoSV is to define the semantics of ontologies
(actions, predicates used in the content of the conversation with the Ontology Agents
(AOs)) which the agents use to interact with each other and support the knowledge
acquisition operations (Creation, Translation, Retrieval).OntoSV adopts Open Knowledge
Base Connectivity (OKBC) knowledge model as fipa-meta-ontology (an ontology used to
access the OAs). The syntax of translation process used in OntoSV is defined as follow:
<Sender, Receiver, Ontology1, Ontology2, F>
F: the translation process service. This service is applied to translate expressions (terms,
sentences) among translatable ontologies (.i.e. before using this translation action, the SEL
must check whether the ontologies are translatable or not by using the predicate P which
illustrated in the previous section)
F= (translate <expression> <translate-description>)
<translate-description> = (translate <From A> <To B> <Level>)
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(A, B) could be an ontology or a language. Level is the level of transibility among the
ontologies.
•

Knowledge Acquisitions: very important part in the ontology process because they are used
to create a new DOnto or languages, to perform the translation among ontologies and to
retrieve the knowledge from the Intelligent Knowledge Base
¾ Knowledge Creation (KC): this operation is used to create a new ontology with a
new Donto when a new agent wants to participate in the negotiation and when it
have not the appropriate ontology ,or when the PMAs don’t understand the
ontology because they have not this ontology, in these cases the KMSL executes
KC process.
¾ Knowledge Translation (KT): translates the terms and sentences among ontologies.
But before that, it uses the results of the SEL to verify whether the ontologies are
translatable or not.
¾ Knowledge Retrieval (KR): agents can access to the meta-ontology through a query
interface, and they use their ontology to view the knowledge items in the intelligent
knowledge base.

•

Intelligent Knowledge Base (IKB): Ontology is defined as terminological component of a
Knowledge Base (KB) [10]. In addition, an agent uses its knowledge base which contains
theorems to reason about the application domain. Combining these two approaches, each
agent of Multi-Agent System (MAS) holds a KB which based on the domain ontology
(application ontology). In our Intelligent KB (IKB); ontology together a set of individual
instances of classes constitutes an Intelligent KB. IKB uses the OKBC (Open Knowledge
Base Connectivity) [29], which in turn, connects to a wide verity of IKBs servers where
these IKBs are applied the Knowledge Acquisitions.

6. Agent Architecture Based Knowledge Model
6.1 Agent Architecture
As we mentioned above in our architecture there are many of the operations in each layer. In the
NL, the negotiation process is done by the ISA agents and PMA agents. But for the other layers,
we think that best solution is to design un agent architecture based knowledge model look to
help our NOKMS architecture in applying the operations on the negotiation ontology in those
layers like (Create, Translate, etc…) which applied on the Agent Ontology (AO) in each
transport operator in our multi-transport operators. The Agent architecture idea comes from the
Pellucid project [21], and we extended and use it in our MTIS project.
There are three types (Belief Desire Intention (BDI), Reactive, and Behavioural) to design the
agent architecture. Indeed, most of the agent architectures are combinations of basic architecture
Types, for that it called hybrid architectures [8]. In this paper we use the behavioural
architecture because we interest to agent memory model which use to implement the agent
behaviours. In this graph we try to apply the different operations on the heterogeneous
ontologies by using the agent behaviour.
Our architecture is modeled as a workflow of basic agent behavior (our model is based on events)
(figure 6). The idea is taken partially from the JADE ontology model (predicates and concept),
where this graph can be understand as a formal representation of ontology described by graph. Black
boxes represent ontology classes, black arrows stand for relations between classes, mostly
inheritance relations, expressed by words “is a”. Property relations are represented by blue arrows
with name of property and cardinality that is mostly multiple “*”. Red boxes denote ontology
individuals and red arrows relations of an individual to ontology class with associated letters “io”.
Such graphs can be generated using Ontoviz plug-in [14] for Protégé.
Our model is based on: Actions, Actors, DOnto and Events. In all cases Events are generated
Studies in Informatics and Control, Vol. 17, No. 4, December 2008
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based on performed communication, and on received event Actor's model. Figure 2 shows a
graph representation this model where using the same terms and it is compatible with OWL-DL
[15]. We use OWL-DL to be able to integrate with web browsers, so the application could be
translated into a web service in the future. In our proposal, we expect that all agents share same
ontology which is General Ontology. The later uses the Communication vocabularies (Cv). Cv
defined as the set of concepts to be used in communication and is specified as an ontology Ocv
which is shared by agents [9]. General Ontology defines the Cv with which queries and
assertions are exchange between agents. DOnto gives the flexibility to the negotiation
ontologies which can capture the valid knowledge for different domains (e.g. Transport domain,
Geographic domain, etc).
Action*

Event

actor*

donto*
donto*
DOnto

Action

Actor

isa
isa

Agent

Figure 6. Agent Architecture

6.2 Formal Description of the Agent Architecture and Required Tools
We describe the knowledge model using description logic. [19]. Event class represents events
in the system. Event individual {event} is {action} taken by {actor} on particular {DOnto}.
Properties of Event class are donto.Event, action.Event, actor.Event.
Event ⊆
action.Event({action}) ∩
DOnto.Event({donto}) ∩
actor.Event({actor})
{event} ∈ Event
The DOnto class stands for all the domains in the agent environment (figure 7). A subclass of
DOnto is Actor.
Actor ⊆ DOnto
{actor} ∈ Actor
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DOnto

isa
isa
GeneralOnto

GeographicOnto

TransportOnto

isa

isa

isa

isa
FranchGOnto

FranchGeoOnto

FranchTOnto

isa

isa
isa

EnglishGOnto

EnglishGeoOnto

EnglishTOnto
isa

GermanGOnto

isa
Ger;qnGeoOnto

GermanTOnto

Figure 7. Domain Ontology Model
Actor class denotes actors in the environment. Actor individuals can take an actions {action}
which are individuals of Action class.
{action} ∈ Action
Special type of Actor is Agent. Agent is used for Software agent representation in the system.
Agent ⊆ Actor
{agent} ∈ Agent
Typical actions which can be performed by software agents are defined. They represent types of
inter-agent communication such as ACL (AGREE (total, Partial), PROPOS, CONFORM,
CANCEL, etc…) message. When communication between agents is performed events of such
kind are generated .
{aAgree, aPropos, aConform, aCancel} ∈ Action
When actions (such as: creating, translating, merging or alignment) of DOnto are performed in the
system (figure 8); Events containing of those kinds of action are stored and evaluated in the system.
{ ACreate, ATranslate, ARetriev, AMerging, AAligneme} ∈ Action

Action
io
ACreat

io

io

ATranslate

io

io
ARetrieval

AMerging

AAlignement

Figure 8. Action Model
For the requiered tooles, Protégé is an open-source development environment for ontologies and
knowledge-based systems. We used Protégé to develop the ontology for many of reasons.
Firstly, we are not requiring a large amount of time to become familiar with it because the
Protégé interface was both intuitive and user-friendly. Secondly it contained a large number of
plug-ins that enabled the user to extend the editor's core functionality. Some of the plug-ins that
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looked especially useful were the OntoViz Tab, OntoViz plg-in[9] was used for visualization of
ontology to graphs. We will created all our ontology structures by using this plug-in. Result
graphs are similar to UML diagrams. and the XML Tab, which enabled Protégé ontologies to
be extracted from XML files and XML files to be translated into Protégé ontologies. This could
facilitate the depiction of the ontology in a more presentable manner. The final deciding factor
is Bean Generator plug-in[24] which can be used for exporting ontology developed in Protégé
to JADE ontology model. This was used to test capabilities of ontology based on Java class
representation and FIPA-SL language [34]. As we had decided to use the JADE multi-agent
environment [16] for implementation of MTIS project [2].The JADE framework is also able to
integrate with web browsers and Java Applets, so the application could be translated into a web
service in the future, enabling greater flexibility. Similarly, due to the underlying JADE
infrastructure, the prototype may be run on multipl computers with little complication.

7. Transport Case Study
In this section we illustrate a real case study applied on our MTIS project. Transport users
require relevant, interactive and instantaneous information during their travels. Hence, MTIS
offers a support tool to response to their demands. In the previous work of our research team
[1], a detailed example has implemented negotiation process where it has illustrated the usage of
negotiation protocol in the case of perturbations.
Some perturbations can occur through the network when ICAs agents follow their
correspondent final Workplans, according to the generated optimal solution instance. The
proposed negotiation process allowed the reassignment of the cancelled services. But this
protocol has studied before only the cases of the simple messages, where it proposed ontology
without illustrating it, and this later didn’t include the solutions when the agents ICAs did not
understand the messages sent from the SAs agent.
User
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Agents
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Agents
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Agents

Fusion
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Negotiation Layer (NL)
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Figure 9. Multi-Agents Structure
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In this paper, we propose an approach that aims to improve the protocol of the negotiation of the
multi-agents systems which has been proposed in the previous work [2]; we present an ontology
solution based on the knowledge management system for semantic heterogeneity. The proposed
solution prevents the misunderstanding during the negotiation through the agents’
communications. Our approach aims to make the agents able to understand each other when
using these ontologies based on these changes, (Figure 9) presents the new system architecture.
Two case studies are applied on our NOKMS architecture; the first one uses our architecture in
a transport operator, while the second one applies this architecture on the multi-transport
operators. These scenarios exhibit that the proposed NOKMS improves the execution of
negotiation process in MAS, in order to satisfy the transport customers. As we noted earlier,
there are many problems related to this negotiation process, but in this paper, we illustrate only
the case of misunderstanding of the messages sent among the agents. We make use of the
proposed example [1] to illustrate the application of these scenarios.
At the instant t=11.00 and during 2 seconds (∆ε =2s), we assume the existence of a number of
users connected to our system who formulate a number of queries. Since, this set of queries,
where (A, B, C and D) are 4 cities in different countries (for example: A= Lyon, B=Paris, C=
London, D= Berlin), is:

•

Query1: < travel at the instant t from B to C >

•

Query2: < travel in the next weekend from A to B with minimum cost, and ask about
weather and cultural events for the next weekend in place B >

•

Query3: < travel at the instant t from A to C >

•

Query4: < Ask about the perturbations of public transport circulate between B and C >

•

Query5:< Look for the best service in correspond to the train X, available in A today at
12.00 to go to C >

•

Query6:< travel at the instant t from A to B >

•

Query7:< Looking for a hotel of a good (Quality /Cost) in D during the next weekend and
make a reservation, look for the best way and time of departure to travel from B to C by the
car, According to traffic >

•

Etc.

The system starts its work by dividing these queries into I’=64 tasks, and it should remark that
there is no direct way between A and C or A and D. these tasks are:
•

T1=“ Perturbations of traffic between B and C (at the instant t) ”

•

T2=“ Ask about the weather in B (next weekend)”

•

T3=“ Look for a hotel of a good (Quality /Cost) in D during next weekend ,and make a
reservation”
•

T6=“ Find the shortest way to go by the car from B to D”

•

T9=“ Find the best departure time to travel from B to D by the car according to the
traffic during the next weekend”

•

T13=“ Ask about cultural events in B (next weekend)”

•

T16=“ travel from B to C today(at the instant t=11.00 or starting from 12.00 )”

•

T19=“ travel from A to B ( today at the instant t=11.00 or in the next weekend, With the
best price / best service related to the train X at the instant 12.00 Today)”

•

Etc.

After determining the tasks, we have searched for the best optimized solution by using the
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genetic algorithm. The solution generated by the system is illustrated by the chromosome [11].
This solution meets the total time for execution all queries with a maximum time Dmax=23,46s
and with a total cost = 30, 5 units cost. According to this solution the following initial and final
Workplans of roads of the ICAs give the following results [12]:
•

m= 5, Si: transport information system operator where 1≤ i ≤ n. Then, IWps are:
¾ IWp1= (S20, S15, S1, S3) ;
¾ IWp2= (S18, S7, S10, S17) ;
¾ IWp3= (S2, S13, S19, S6) ;
¾ IWp4= (S16, S14, S5, S12, S4) ;
¾ IWp5= (S11, S8, S9) ;

•

m’=5, the FWps are:
¾ FWp1={S20{T9,T37,T39},S15{T28,T58},S1{T19,T29,T66,T88},
S3{T3,T26,T32,T33, T38,T42,T61,T85}};
¾ FWp2={S18{T1,T13,T30,T36,T41,T65,T76,T77},
S7{T34},S17{T25,T44,T60,T80}};
¾ FWp3= {S2{T59,T78,T79,T84},S13{T53}, S19{T6,T16,T22,T52,T57,T67,T96},
S6{T68}};
¾ FWp4= {S16{T63,T73,T74,T90},S14{T71},
S5{T20,T86,T95,T99},S12{T75,T83}, S4{T21,T64, T81}};
¾ FWp5= {S11{T40,T56,T69},S8{T31,T35}, S9{T2,T82}};

Figure 10. Message Exchange Between Agents
On this window of the Sniffer graphic tool (figure 10), we can see available servers containers
on the network, where ICA agents can move in order to collect data according to the adopted
contract model.

7.1 First Scenario
This scenario is applied on one transport system (for example: the French transport operator)
where it uses French ontology. In this study, we try to illustrate the case when ICAs agents
don’t understand the messages sent from the SA agent, although, the agents use the same
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ontologies and languages to start the negotiation process. In this scenario, there are two
possibilities of the occurrence of the misunderstanding in our system: the first possibility will
take place after sending the first message (Propose (contract)) by the SA agent to the ICAs
agents, where some of these later discover that they don’t understand the contents of the
message. Before sending any message to the SA, ICAs ask the SEL by using the predicate P to
determine the level of transibility between the AS ontology and ICA ontology. According to the
result of this predicate, ICAs decide what it must send to SA (i.e. they will send either: accept
(partial) or refuse).The ICAs agents send their agreements if they would like to participate in the
negotiation process. For this purpose, the SEL evoke the KMSL, which in turn, verifies DOnto
to determine the domain ontology, then, it goes to the OntoSV which uses KT to translate the
terms and the sentences among the determined ontologies. The second possibility is when the
ICAs know their FWps, like our example. The agents ICAs are supposed to visit their first
nodes by the order as in their FWps without problems before the declaration of all unavailable
nodes. In this case, the proposed negotiation process allows us to reassign the nodes (i.e. new
negotiation tour).We suppose the set of the nodes which is not available, as follow:
Ind ={S1,S3,S7,S14,S5,S17,S12,S9,S13,S19};
We deduce the tasks to reallocate them:
Ф={T19,T29,T66,T88,T3,T26,T32,T33,T38,T42,T61,T85,T34,T71,T20,T86,T95,T99,T25,T44,
T60,T80,T75,T83,T2,T82,T53,T6,T16,T22,T52,T57,T67,T96}.
Then, we have 34 tasks to be reallocated in the second tour of the negotiation process.
Upon the reception of the proposed contract, each ACI responds by a partial agreement because,
in this case, the perturbation has affected a subset of each FWps and each ICA agent must
verifies its ontology to participate in this negotiation. By take three examples to explain this
case. According to our choice of these agents, ф is as follow:
Ф={T19,T29,T66,T88,T3,T26,T32,T33,T38,T42,T61,T85,T6,
T16,T22,T52,T57,T67,T96,T2,T82,}
•

The ICA1 does not visit the nodes S1, S3 and so it informs the SA that it no longer executes
the tasks {T19, T29, T66, T88, T3, T26, T32, T33, T38, T42, T61, T85}.

•

The ICA3 does not visit the nodes S19 and so it informs the SA that it no longer executes
the tasks {T6, T16, T22, T52, T57, T67, T96}.

•

The ICA5 does not visit the nodes S9 and so it informs the SA that it no longer executes the
tasks {T2, T82}.

In this state, the SA asks each ICA to propose a new set of reassignment ф, according to its
priorities. As follow:
•

The task T3 is proposed by :
¾ ICA1 in the nodes S20 and S15;
¾ ICA2 in the nodes S18,S10;

•

The task T2 is proposed by
¾ ICA1 in the nodes S20, S15;
¾ ICA5 in the nodes S8;

•

No agent accepts to reassign the task T16 because the proper servers are not available (S5, S7,
S19). In this case, the French transport system remark that the T16 is the travel from B=Paris to
C= London today (at the instant t=11.00 or starting from 12.00) (i.e. it can demand reassignment
of T16 from the English transport operator, as we will see in the next scenario).

•

No agent accepts to reassign the task T19 because the proper servers are not available (S1, S5).
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When the AS agent receives all these propositions, it decides a new contract, as follows:
•
•

Direct reassignment of the tasks is, as follow:
{T29,T66,T61,T85, T22,T82} (unique choice )
According to an optimization, direct reassignment of the tasks is, as follows:
T3 (S20), T26 (S11), T32 (S8), T33 (S16), T42 (S18), T2 (S8), and T6 (S18).
(multiple choice )

The answers of the ICAs on the SA agent propose are:
•
•

The ICA1 refuses the choice where the SA agent decides to reassign the task T3 to S20
because the later has left this task and accept the rest of the proposition (partial accept).
The agents ICA3, ICA5 accept the new contract (accept total)

Thus, SA agent updates ф, as follows:
Фt= {T3, T19, T88, T38, T16, T52, T57, T67, T96}
The SA agent confirms the rested road of the ICAs agents and asks each ICA agent to propose a
new set of assigned nodes ф, according to its priority.
•

The ICA1 agent proposes to execute the T3 in the node S15

In this new tour of negotiation, when the SA agent receives all these propositions, it sends a new
contract to the ICAs agent. Then, the ICA1 agent send an accept (total) which is confirmed by
the SA agent.Thus, SA agent updates ф, as follows:
Фt= {T19, T88, T38, T16, T52, T57, T67, T96}
In this example, the SA agent remarks that it can send the T16 to anther transport operator (in our
example, English transport operator) by using the Meta-System to continue the negotiation process.
But for the rest of tasks which need to reassign by servers of the same transport system (French
transport system) as T19. In this case, the negotiation for this set of tasks will be stopped.

7.2 Second Scenario
In the second scenario, we apply our NOKMS on multi-transport operators (for example: French
transport operator, English transport operator and German transport operator), which are
heterogeneous community of multi-agent systems. The French’s customers want to travel to
other cities out of France. The French transport system (Sys1), in this case, firstly its SA agent
sends the propos (contract) message to its ICAs participant, as we noted in the first scenario. In
some times, ICAs agent cannot reassign all the tasks as T16 where this task can be achieved by
another system like English transport system (Sys2). The usage of another transport system
comes from the flexibility of our NOKMS architecture.
In this state, the Sys1 sends their query to the Sys2 through the Meta-System which considers as
the intermediate between the two systems, and which in turn, interprets the incoming ACLSys1 based on its NOKMS structure. The interpreted message is then converted into an
‘interlingua’ representation inside the Meta-System. Where, The Meta-System translates the
Interlingua representation to the destination ACL-Sys2. as an example: when the Sys1 have
found that it cannot reassign the task T16 and this task can be assigned by another system, then
it send this task to the Meta-System using its French Transport Ontology as follow:

•

•
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T16=“Voyager de l’endroit B à l’endroit C (aujourd’hui, à l’instant t/aujourd’hui, à
partir de /:00)” : The Meta-System is then tries to translate this task, where firstly it
verifies the level of transibility between the two ontologies in its SEL. The later
evokes the KMSL which translate the proposed expression to the determined
ontology (English Transport Ontology in our case), then the KSML return the
following result:
T16=“ travel from B to C today(at the instant t=11.00 or starting from 12.00 )”
Studies in Informatics and Control, Vol. 17, No. 4, December 2008

In some cases, when KMSL verifies the IKB, and find that it has not the suitable ontology to
translate the coming ontology form Sys1to Sys2. The KMSL uses the KC to create the new
ontology correspond to the ontology of Sys2 according to some policies (this paper don’t
explain these cases). After translating the ACL-Sys1, Meta-System sends the new ACL which
correspond to the ACL-Sys2 to the Sys2 to start the new tour of negotiation between the two
systems. The Meta-System currently adopts FIPA semantic model which described in Semantic
Language (SL) [32], as the Interlingua of the agent communications.

7.3 Negotiation Tours
The proposed negotiation process allows the reassignment of the cancelled services. The two
charts (figure 11) below represent different generated optimal solutions instances assignments
for the same network error scenario, where the first one represents the negotiation torus without
using our NOKMS and the second represent it with our NOKMS. Remark that our proposed
NOKMS give the flexibility to find new available providers out of its system where it doesn’t
find the suitable providers in it as in the case of the task T16. Through an agreement between its
SA agents and the new ICAs agents in the new system .the two systems connect with each other
by Meta-System which consider as the intermediate between the two systems. So the
correspondent transport users are satisfied in spite of some network perturbations.
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Figure 11. Negotiation Tours According to the NOKMS Application

8. Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper we have presented a new solution for the problem of language interoperability
between negotiation agents, by incorporating architecture for Negotiation process which uses an
Ontology-based Knowledge Management System (NOKMS). The proposed solution prevent the
misunderstanding during the negotiation process though the agents’ communications. The
architecture consists of three layers: the Negotiation Layer (NL) that describes the negotiation
process between Initiator agents and Participant Agents by using suitable ontologies, the
Semantic Layer (SEL) contains the semantic translator which uses in the case of when the
agents didn’t understand the negotiation messages , and the last one is the Knowledge
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Management Systems Layer (KMSL) which base on the Intelligent Knowledge Base (IKB) to
give the flexibility to our negotiation ontology. Finally, we present a case study which applies
our architecture on the Multimodal Transport Information System (MTIS) project where we
illustrated two scenarios applicable: the first use our negotiation ontology architecture in one
transport system (French transport system), and the second apply this architecture on the multitransport systems (French and English transport systems). These scenarios presented that the
proposed NOKMS improves the communications between heterogeneous of negotiation process
in multi-agents systems in order to satisfy the transport customers.
In this paper, we have presented only the different ontology combinations problems but in the
future, we will try to find a novel method for ontology (mepping, merging, alignment)
negotiation selon our project, in which agents are able to achieve. We will try to implement this
architecture by using Java Agent DEvelopment framework (JADE) which includes a proficient
support for content languages and ontologies.
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